
Moving elephants and rhinoceros?
Standard oder individuell

Would you like to realize driving and lifting movements most 
effectively? Are you looking for solutions that don’t require 
highly complex pneumatic, hydraulic or mechatronic drives? A 
straightforward and highly efficient drive system? The simplest 
solution is often the best one: Screw jacks. They combine 
mechanical precision, compact construction, robustness and 
long service life. Besides, screw jacks are very easy to service.

Great variety of applications
Screw jacks, whether rotating or non-rotating depending on 
design and requirements are working in many everyday applica-
tions without being noticed. They are used for example in the 
Zurich Opera to shift pieces of scenery or to lift and lower the 
brushes in a cleaning machine. Or they transmit movements in 
machine-tools, production plants and in modern power shuttles 
where they are essential for moving pallets in high-bay storage 
facilities. If needed, they lift the load of an elephant and with-
stand the power resistance of a rhinoceros. 

Nozag offers specific solutions for high requirements thanks to 
Screw jack kit
Nozag provides a wide range of screw jack models. Just let us 
know your requirements, the connecting dimensions or your 
mounting situation. The mounting kit consists of different 
components, materials and a capacity range between 2 and 100 
kN, thus providing fast, flexible and individual solutions for you. 
Smart solutions from the screw jack kit!
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We strike the balance!
Adjusting plates allow individual 
drive combinations on the same 
level.

Lubricant dispenser – reliable and  
efficient
The automatic lubricant dispensers have many 
advantages. Replace the used grease nipples 
with low-maintenance dispensers.
■  For universal application, even in confined 

spaces
■  Low service cost, environment-friendly 
■  Running time selectable from 1 to 12 months
■  Easy monitoring due to transparent case

Please feel free to ask for information about 
further mounting advantages.
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